Introduction
Currently，scholars gradually realized that we should prevent failures from the root, reliability allocation methods for CNC machine tools and systems are becoming increasingly mature. Internationally, it has accumulated a large number of academic achievements about reliability allocation methods of the system. Including genetic algorithms, dynamic programming, deterministic algorithms, etc. [1] Yang, etc [2] use these algorithms combine reliability allocation in pressurized water reactor systems; For series-parallel systems, Yalaoui [3] proposed Nonpolynomial Dynamic Programming; Mettas [4] developed Blocksim software program which can optimize reliability allocation method for large complex systems. ITEM company and Siemens AG have developed software on system reliability allocation. Enterprises can use the production site-related data complete the modeling and simulation of complex production line [5] [6] [7] . Major universities also developed software on reliability design, which mainly include: CARMES developed by CEPREI; ARMS developed by Kewill Venture technology company, that mainly used in system reliability design research of aerospace, shipbuilding, electronics and other industries [8] .
Although methods for system reliability allocation have been more mature, the research for actual production lines are relatively few. Since structures of automated production lines are complex, dynamic performance is outstanding, it is difficult to get the correct allocation result while using a single method. Therefore, this article use statistic ,fuzzy mathematics and other related knowledge, give the final result taking the specific structure of production line and buffer into account. Finally , simulated the production line and optimized allocation results.
Reliability Allocation Model of Production line
Index of Reliability Allocation. There are multiple evaluation indexes of production line, which mainly include: overall equipment efficiency, allocation efficiency, production rate, output and so on. The production rate (K) is a key indicator widely recognized by companies, it is similar to the reliability inherent availability (A), there are slight differences in time division.
Production rate directly determines the output and efficiency of the production line, so most companies are pursuing high production rate. Production rate is decided by output, beat and 3rd International Conference on Materials Engineering, Manufacturing Technology and Control (ICMEMTC 2016) configuration time, the specific relationship is shown as follows: take time = configuration time
If the production line is in the design stage, it is unable to count on its output, so we can not get accurate statistics of production rate. Inherent availability (A) can be used to instead production rate:
means time between failures of production line, means time to repair of production line.
From what we have discussed above, inherent availability is determined by MTBF s and MTTR s , production rate is determined by output and configuration time. While these periods have a certain overlap, thus we need to divide the entire additional time. Suppose the percentage of production time (excluding the non-operating time of equipment, loss of production time) is p 1 , the percentage of configuration time is p 2 , therefore, we can obtain the following equation：
Factors of Reliability Allocation. Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation factors will directly affect the results of reliability allocation, therefore, after discussing with the business experts and staff, we decided to take frequency of failures, average repair time, equipment importance, equipment complexity, technical level and working environment as factors of Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation.
(1)Frequency of failures For equipments that always fail, herein may see them as weaknesses in production line. The higher the score is , the lower reliability value should be.
(2)Average repair time Average repair time means the length of time that production line can not work, in the condition of inherent availability is determined, the longer the repair time is, the lower the value is.
(3)Equipment importance The more important, complicated process equipment assumes, its importance is higher. (4)Equipment complexity For complex production equipment, the assigned reliability indicators should be lower. (5)Technical level Researchers need to rely on market research, count production equipments that have high technical level and assign them a higher reliability index.
(6)Working environment Most of the equipment are in the same external environment, but due to equipment have different processing technology, their processing environment are very different. In view of this, we make working environment an important index.
The Correction of Reliability Allocation Index While Considering Buffer. We can obtain frequency of failures and average repair time by historical data： means the cumulative operating time of i-th production unit in the cycle; means the cumulative number of associated failures of i-th production unit in the cycle; occurs, WIP in buffer before faulty unit can supply half of maximum buffer time, there are:
means maximum buffer time of i-th production unit; t ri means cumulative repair time of i-th production unit in the cycle(unit: h) ; r ri means the cumulative number of associated failures of i-th production unit in the cycle; Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation Model. Reliability allocation method of production line with Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation can be divided into five steps:
(1) The establishment of factors set A collection established by influential factors is called the factors set. These factors have considerable ambiguity in varying degrees. Establish relevant factors set has these factors:
where n is the number of influential factors.
(2) The establishment of weight set The influence levels of various factors are different , we can obtain a weight set°(
, , , n W w w w = L , the factors need normalization process.
(3) The establishment of evaluation set Evaluation set °( 
We can have allocate result i MTBF of each device in production line according to the above formula(unit: h).
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Case Study
Reliability allocation results. An enterprise has a crankshaft production line, try to use reliability allocation method make production rate reach 85%, determine the reliability of each device. Wherein maximum time of each buffer is 30 minutes.
Production line layout shown in Figure 1 . Some equipment rarely fail, such as: online testing platform, quenching, tempering unit, etc. Therefore, this article does consider such equipment. Data of approximate production line are shown in Fig. 1 Production line equipment layout (M1-M15 is production unit) Since output in the cycle is unknown, turn indicators into the inherent availability. In a week, attendance time is 112 hour, additional time is shown as follows: , , , , , w w w w w w = (0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2,0.1,0.1) according to the opinion of scene operator and experts.
(2)The establishment of evaluation set Range evaluation factors，specific division levels and standard are shown in Table3. Specific division results of importance, complexity, technical level and working environment are shown in Table4. This paper brings the suggestions of workers, maintenance staff, minister of equipment, data acquisition, etc together, obtained the final results shown in Table 5 after repeated calculation. （3）The establishment of evaluation set Establish evaluation matrix °i R （i =1，2，3，…，40） ，and°i R = Simulation and Optimization. We use Plantsimulation software predict the inherent availability of production line: Fig. 1 Simulation of crankshaft production line From simulation results, inherent availability is greater than 90%,production rate is greater than 85%. This paper addresses optimization problems for the equipment which have great differences between the target MTBF and practical MTBF(via discussion, the subtracted is greater than 400 hours), the specific content are shown in Table 6 : Table 6 For equipment in Table 6 , we can select the appropriate redundancy optimization method. In the case of not affect the production rhythm, ensure the normal operation of the system. In the view of above results, we can take MTBF of system as reliability of unit, index of single device as individual reliability, get related redundancy number: Redundant equipment also increase the cost. Thus, according to the actual need of manufacturers, we can increase or decrease the redundant equipment.
Conclusion
In this paper, a method of system reliability allocation applied to the actual production line, and binding the effect of buffer, amended the allocation indicators. It has great significance to companies. Through research, draw the following conclusions:
(1) Turn output rate indicator into inherent availability, taking the role of buffer into account, get MTBF of the equipment.
(2) Use Plantsimulation software verify the result of allocation, and further suggest improvements. Use passive redundant design to equipment that unable to meet the requirement.
Due to time constraints, this study failed to resolve some of the problems. In order to fully take the role of buffer into account, we need record the number of workpiece and location of the buffer while each time a failure occurs, facilitate further study.
